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Benefits of a Mighty Minds’ Subscription

Writing
For example, with regards to Writing: say in a year 12 subject the students are required to write a 
Feature Article for their internal or external assessment, naturally to do this successfully they not 
only require knowledge about composing a Feature Article but the associated literacy skills to 
produce a high-quality response. Most Heads of Department would then backward map these 
skills, so that they are included as part of the curriculum within the student’s earlier year 
levels. Mighty Minds can take this concept to another level, by using our Writing Task 
Criteria, which enables any genre to be assessed and tracked, which in turn empowers each 
of their subject teachers across numerous years to support and improve their individual 
outcomes. If a subject teacher has their students complete at least 150 words of 
continuous writing within any genre and assesses it with regards to nine criteria, then 
the next subject teacher would have access to this data which gives them the 
opportunity to focus on a few of these skills that require improvement.

Whole School coordinated approach to writing, reading, fundamental literacy and 
numeracy skills, achieving success, effective learning skills and cognitive skills. This 
coordination utilises the efficiency/ power of having all staff involved, so that the 
learning needs of each individual student is tracked and acted upon by each of the 
student’s teachers, over multiple years across each faculty.

Thousands of current teachers sharing ideas and activities, via the Mighty Minds’ 
Teacher Portal.

Not a bolt on program as the activities are aligned to the National Curriculum 
ACARA Codes or The Senior Subject Curriculum from the QCAA. We state the links 
and the appropriate code associated with each activity.

Less teacher preparation time required – as Mighty Minds supplies the activities 
that support your current curriculum programs.

If we do not have a particular activity your teachers can make a free request via 
the Mighty Minds Teacher Chat Section.  All we need to know is the subject/ topic/ 
Cognitive Skill/ Writing/ Reading activity that they would like us to incorporate into 
their lesson.

Ongoing free teacher and student support. We facilitate online support to 
teachers and students via zoom, google teams etc- depending upon the 
availability of Mighty Minds’ staff we can assist with very little notice.

The multiplication factor – multiple teachers across all subject areas keeping 
things simple, so less stress and better outcomes for all those involved, 
particularly individual students. 
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Benefits of a Mighty Minds’ Subscription

Cognitive Skills
For example, with regards to Cognitive Skills (Mighty Minds covers all 75 cognitive verbs). Each 
senior subject tends to focus on around 10 major cognitive skills and another 10 to a lesser 
degree. Most Heads of Department have then backward mapped these skills into the earlier 
years, the student’s individual ability within these skills is generally unknown as they do not 
have a framework to assess against. Mighty Minds has constructed a unique framework 
(marking criteria) for each cognitive skill, which empowers the student to self-assess/ peer 
assess / or teacher assess their responses. This has amazing outcomes for teachers as they 
are not teaching in the dark, as they will know a student’s individual strength and weaknesses 
across all 75 skills prior to commencing any activity within any subject at any year level. We 
suggest teachers complete at least three cognitive skills activities per term. Most students 
undertake six subjects, so they should be exposed to at least 18 cognitive skill activities per 
term, or 72 per year, or 216 from years 7 to 9 inclusive. 

Mighty Minds ensures the ease of this process by providing thousands of subject based 
activities (currently 25 subjects are covered- and teachers can request additional activities) 
that the students can self-mark and be confident they understand how to undertake each 
item and how to improve their quality / level of response.

Mighty Minds has similar processes for Reading, Effective Learning, problem solving and 
achieving success.

 

Now consider most students undertake six subjects, if this process is repeated for years 7 to 11 
inclusive, this means a total of thirty teachers have taken responsibility for the development of the 
writing skills of that child- naturally, a dramatic improvement in their year 12 and post school 
outcomes would be achieved. 

Get in touch with us today!

Phone
Director:

0438 715 105

Email
courses@mightyminds.com

Live chat
8am – 4pm

Monday – Friday
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